MANUAL FOR HANDLING AND USE FOR BOCASTAND

s.a. r.l.

I- GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PARTS
This product is used as a functional stand and display for the Boca X1 body composition device.
It is a handmade item made of different functional parts.
Provided parts in the box are:
- “Part A” (#1), “Part B” (#1), “Part C”(#1) and “Part D” (#3) (Picture 1A).
- Accessories
> Some are pre-mounted and kept loose on “Part A” and “Part B” and need tightening after assembling the different parts:
Stainless Steel Button bolts 8*40mm “A1” (#4), Stainless Steel Truss bolts 4*30mm “A2” (#12), Stainless Steel Jam nuts, 8mm
“A3” (#4), and Stainless Steel Jam nuts, 4mm “A4” (#12).
> Bag1: contains 4 “A5” (stainless steel screw cups).
> Bag2: contains some extra accessories and twist ties (to tie extra cable length).
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II- ASSEMBLY
The stand is provided as 3 big separate parts to make the assembly very easy requiring no or only basic tools.
a- Assembly of “Part B” and “Part C”
Use “A1” and “A3” for this purpose. Make sure to position “Part B” in the front (anteriorly) to “Part C” as shown in Picture 1B
with the upper plate “P1” oriented to the front.
b- Assembly of “Part A” and “Part B”
Use “A2” and “A4” for this purpose. Make sure to position the “Part A” with the opening for Boca insertion oriented to the
front as shown in Picture 2.
c- Assembly of “Part D” and “Part B”
Mount the 3 parts “Part D” to the back of “part B” (Picture 3 and 4) using the corresponding pre-mounted accessories to join
them together (2 “A2” and 2 “A4” for each “Part D”). Screw the 4 “A5” parts (provided in the bag) on the lower pair of “A2”.
III- MOUNTING BOCAX1 DEVICE
Once the different parts of the stand assembled the bocaX1 can be easily mounted on it.
a- Place the Boca device inside the correspondent space in “Part A” (Picture 4, 5, 6 and 7).
b- Place the foot electrodes on the floor pad of “Part C” with left and right cables going from the corresponding side of “Part
B/C” (Picture 3, 4, 6 and 7). While moving the cables upwards insert the electrical tip inside the 3 “Holes1” and then in one
of the “Hole2” before plugging it in its proper place in BocaX1 (picture 4, 5 and 6). Assemble and tighten any excess of the
wire as shown in Pictures 4 and 5 (using the twist ties provided in the bag).
c- Insert the electrical tip of the hand electrodes upward through one of the “hole2” and plug it in the boca”. Each hand
cable (right and left) should pass through “Hole3” (picture 2, 4, 5 and 7). “Hole3” is kept mobile with one “A2” and “A4” loosely assembled at each side to allow this process. After this is done “Hole3” should be tightened to “PartA” using “A2” and “A4”
(2 for each). Assemble and tighten any excess of the wire as shown in Picture 6 (using the twist ties provided in the bag).
d- The BoxaX1-to-Computer and the Boca-to-electrical outlet connectors can be mounted variably depending on the
display and room accommodations you have decided to set.
PS: The use of an electrical stabilizer is mandatory for the usage of the BocaX1 device.
IV- GENTLE CARE
The product you have purchased is made by the NUMED technical team using the best quality materials and techniques
available. It is made of Acrylic (Plexiglas) and Stainless Steel accessories. Nevertheless, proper care is required and will
protect the product for many years.
Dropping the product can cause cracking: from large cracks to small chips that can turn into big cracks. This product has
resisted experimental drops from 50cm height. Nevertheless, care should be taken to avoid any kind of falls or traumatic
handling.
A scratch on the Plexiglas surface can be removed easily. The damaged spot has to be rough-grinded with waterproof sand
paper with a graining of approximately 240. The regrinding has to be done with a graining of 400 or 600. The grinded area
has to be polished with a soft cloth and “acrylic glass polish and repair compound” or commercial car polish and buffing
disk and polishing wax respectively.
V- CLEANING
Use only a very soft damp cloth when cleaning the acrylic. Dusty surfaces and resistant spots may be cleaned with water,
with some added household dishwashing detergent. It is possible to scratch acrylic, so never use any scouring compounds
or chemical cleaners (alcohol, acetone, etc.) or other glass cleaners. Never use the same cloth that you clean other household items with – it can retain dirt, grit, and chemical residues that may harm your product. We recommend using a new or
separate cloth for your product care.
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